
MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING

This Memorandum of Understanding, effective as ofcerr. t, 2015, is entered
into between the City of New Haven, acting by Rebecca Bombero, its Director of Parks
Recreation and Trees, duly authorized (hereafter “the City”), and the Committee of the
Proprietors of the Common and Undivided Lands in New Haven, acting by Drew S.
Days, Ill, its Chairperson, duly authorized (hereafter “the Committee”).

The purpose of this Memorandum of Understanding (the “MOU”) is to describe
the relationshipS between the City and the Committee concerning the New Haven Green
(the “Green”) and to memorialize the parties’ understanding with respect to certain
improvements to the Green as proposed by the City. This MOU is not intended to be a
binding contractual agreement between the parties, and is not intended to address any
matters beyond those matters explicitly discussed herein. Concerning any such binding
agreement, the parties would need to discuss and reach accord regarding the details of
any initiative before proceeding.

WHEREAS, when the City of New Haven was first settled, its original settlers
were granted undivided interests in certain common lands within the settlement. These
original settler-owners were called Proprietors of the Common and Undivided Lands
(the “Proprietors”); and

WHEREAS, these Undivided Lands included the center square of the nine
squares which made up New Haven’s original design in or about 1638; and

WHEREAS, this center square was and today is and continues to be the New
Haven Green, which was the public common space intended by the original settlers to
be used by the community for civic, religious and educational public purposes and
gatherings; and

WHEREAS, in December 1805, descendants of the original Proprietors met and
voted to appoint a self-perpetuating committee of five individuals vested with the
authority to manage, maintain and transfer the common and undivided land, including
the New Haven Green; and

WHEREAS, the aforementioned committee has continued to exist and function to
the present day as the Committee of the Proprietors of the Common and Undivided
Lands in New Haven; and

WHEREAS, in October 1810, the General Assembly of the State of Connecticut
passed a resolution confirming the powers of the Committee, including confirming and
acknowledging the Committee’s authority to manage, maintain and transfer all of the
land under its purview, including the Green; and
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WHEREAS, The Committee, working closely with the City, is responsible for
preserving and maintaining the Green as an environmental resource and community
park for the citizens of and for visitors to the City; and

WHEREAS, the Green has historically served as a public park and has been
administered as such by the City, with the participation, oversight and approval of the
Committee, through the City’s Department of Parks, Recreation and Trees; and

WHEREAS, the Green is an iconic historical outdoor space at the heart of the
City of New Haven, occupying some 16 acres of present day New Haven, bordered by
Elm Street, Church Street, Chapel Street, Temple Street and College Street; and

WHEREAS, the City, acting by its Department of Parks, Recreation and Trees,
provides the services necessary to maintain the Green and issues permits for
organizations and entities wishing to use the Green consistent with the City’s generally
applicable regulations and in keeping with the historic character and traditional use of
the Green as a community park, environmental resource, public forum, and as a site for
educational, cultural and artistic activities; and

WHEREAS, for well in excess of two hundred years, there has been close
collaboration between the Committee and the City on matters relating to the Green; and

WHEREAS, the Committee is a private entity and no current member of the
Committee is an elected official or employee of the City; and

WHEREAS, any business affecting or pertaining to the Green is subject to the
unanimous vote of the Committee; and

WHEREAS, the Committee has developed and promulgated Regulations
Governing the use of the Green, which regulations are attached hereto as Exhibit A.
The City has, as a matter of tong-standing practice, managed and maintained the Green
in accordance with the practices and policies of the Department of Parks, Recreation
and Trees, the City’s Ordinances and the Committee’s Regulations; and

WHEREAS, there is no written agreement between the Committee and the City
for or concerning the provision of the services provided by the City for the maintenance,
use and benefit of the Green; and

WHEREAS, the Committee and the City wish to memorialize their relationship
and respective authority and responsibility for the provision of services for the benefit of
the Green; and

WHEREAS, the Committee and the City have engaged in discussions
concerning certain infrastructure improvements to the Green; and

WHEREAS, the City, acting by its Mayor, has presented to the State of
Connecticut, Department of Economic and Community Development (“DECD”), a
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proposal for funding the said infrastructure improvements to the Green, a summary of
which is attached hereto as Exhibit B (the “Summary”); and

WHEREAS, the City, through its relevant officials, has requested the
Committee’s approval of the infrastructure improvement plan set forth in the Summary.

NOW THEREFORE, the Committee and the City agree as follows:

1. The Committee has reviewed the Summary and has had an opportunity to
discuss the Summary with the relevant City officials, and acknowledges
that it is generally aware of the scope of the infrastructure improvements
which the City proposes for the Green.

2. The parties acknowledge that the Summary is intended as a planning and
budgeting document only and is not a definitive and complete statement of
the infrastructure work that the City would like to commence with respect
to the Green.

3. The City agrees that, before commencing any work on the Green (whether
in accordance with the Summary or otherwise), it shall submit for the
Committee’s approval detailed written plans describing such work (the
“Plans and Specifications,” as further described below). Such Plans and
Specifications shall be submitted to the Committee, in writing, at least
thirty (30) days in advance of the anticipated start date for such work, and
no such work shall be commenced prior to the City’s receipt of the express
written approval of the Committee. For the avoidance of doubt, this
Paragraph 3 shall not apply to routine work on the Green such as routine
maintenance, cleaning, repairs required as a result of ordinary wear and
tear, emergency work, snow-plowing and the like.

4. The Committee unanimously supports the City’s proposal as set forth in
the Summary and, subject to Paragraph 3 herein, agrees that it will
endorse any documentation required by the DECD evidencing such
support.

5. The work to provide for the infrastructure improvements for the Green will
be performed in accordance with approved Plans and Specifications
drawn or prepared by architects, designers or engineers selected in
accordance with accepted City policies and procedures and such Plans
and Specifications shall be subject to the Committee’s review and
approval as set forth in Paragraph 3 herein. The actual improvements will
be made in the field by contractors selected in accordance with City
policies and procedures for selecting outside contractors.

6. The City will share with the Committee all such requests for proposals and
proposed contracts for the architects, designers or engineers as well as
the completed Plans and specifications.
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7. The City will share with the Committee all preliminary documents and final
contract documents from the outside contractors selected or to be
selected to perform the work, and all City ordinances concerning utilizing
municipal workers, women and men, and minority and women contractors
will be complied with concerning the said infrastructure improvement work
(see for example Section 12 % of the Municipal Code). The work will be
subject to all permits and approvals required by State Law or the
municipal building code.

8. Neither this MOU, nor any of the activities described herein, shall be
construed as creating a joint venture, franchise, agency or other such
relationship. Neither party shall have the right, power or authority to
obligate or bind the other in any manner whatsoever, except by or with
said other party’s prior written consent.

9. This MOU shall be governed by the laws of the State of Connecticut and
by the relevant ordinances and regulations of the City of New Haven,
existing or hereafter enacted.

10. Either party may terminate this MOU, with or without cause, on thirty (30)
days written, prior notice.

11. Any notices required or permitted by this MOU or by the parties’
relationship shall be given in writing, or by electronic mail or facsimile
addressed to:

(a) The City of New Haven, Director Department of Parks, Recreation
and Trees, 720 Edgewood Avenue, New Haven, CT 06511; or at
such other address as the City shall designate in writing: with a
copy sent contemporaneously to Corporation Counsel, City of New
Haven, 165 Church Street, New Haven, CT 06510.

(b) The Committee of the Proprietors of the Green and Undivided
Lands in New Haven, acting by Drew 5. Days, Ill, at 114 Whitney
Avenue, New Haven, CT 06510-1238 or at such other address as
the Committee shall designate in writing.

12. This MOU constitutes the entire understanding between the City and the
Committee with respect to the Proposal and merges all prior and
contemporaneous communications, written and oral. This MOU shall not
be modified except by a written instrument signed by both parties.

13. This MOU may not be assigned by either party without the express written
prior consent of the other party.
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COMMITTEE OF THE PROPRIETORS
OF THE COMMON AND UNDIVIDED
LANDS IN NEWHAVEN

BY:
Drew S. Days, Ill
Its Chairperson,
Duly Authorized

CITY OF NEW HAVEN

BY: 62
Rebecca Bombero, Director
of Parks, Recreation & Trees,
Duly Authorized
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EXHIBIT

REGULATIONS GOVERNING THE USE OF THE GREEN
Adopted May 16, 1973, amended January 31, 1984

These regulations adopted by The Committee of the Proprietors of Common and
Undivided Lands in the Town of New Haven to Govern the use of the New Haven Green:

(a) A permit must be obtained from the Director of Parks, Recreation & Trees acting
on behalf of The Committee of Proprietors of Common and Undivided Lands in
the Town of New Haven before any individual, group or organization may hold a
meeting, rally, exhibit, demonstration, or any other event on the New Haven
Green.

(b) Forms for applying for such permits shall be available during normal business
hours at the office of the Department of Parks, Recreation and Trees. Any such
application must be filed at least three weeks prior to the desired date.

(c) All events on the Green, following issuance of the permit, shall be held insofar as
possible on the hard surfaced areas. Care must be taken to minimize damage and
wear to grass areas. Permitees will be required to pay for the removal of any litter
and rubbish left on the Green after an event and will be liable for any damage
caused the Green by persons attending such event.

(d) Use of public address systems will be allowed only to the extend specified in the
permit. The volume of such public address systems shall be regulated to confine
the sound as nearly as possible to the area of the Green and to avoid any nuisance
to the businesses and offices in the vicinity of the Green.

(e) Perniitees shall provide and pay for such Police protection and br Park Security
as is deemed necessary by the Park Director and Chief of Police.

(f) Permitees shall provide and pay for such temporary toilet facilities as are deemed
necessary by the Health Department and if applicable, shall comply with the
Regulations of the Health Department governing mass gatherings.

(g) The Director of Parks, Recreation & Trees, with the concurrence of the Chief of
Police and Director of the Department of Health, in appropriate cases, shall issue
permits for the use of the Green by any individual, group or organization for a
meeting, rally, exhibit, demonstration, or any other event, when he finds:

(1) That the proposed activity or use of the Green will not unreasonably
interfere with or detract from the general enjoyment of the Green;

(2) That the proposed activity or use will not unreasonably interfere with or
detract from the promotion of public health, safety and recreation;

(3) That the proposed activity is not reasonably anticipated to incite violence,
crime or disorderly conduct;

(4) That the proposed activity or use will not entail unusual, extraordinary or
burdensome expense to the City;

(5) That the facilities desired have not been reserved for other use on the day
and at the hour requested in the application.



(h) No vending, collections, contributions or sale of any goods or services will be
allowed.

(i) No activity will be held for the purpose of advertising products or goods for
commercial profit.

(j) No signs will be placed on the New Haven Green without permission of the
Department of Parks, Recreation and Trees.

(k) Permittee shall comply with such rules and regulations of the City of New Haven
or any department thereof as may from time to time be in force and effect for the
use of public parks generally.

(1) Within five days after receipt of an application for a permit, the Director of Parks,
Recreation & Trees shall inform an applicant in writing of his reasons for refusing
a permit and any aggrieved applicant shall have the right to appeal in writing
within ten days to the Committee of the Proprietors, which shall consider the
application under the standards set forth in (g) above, at its following regular
meeting (or special meeting called for that propose) and either sustain or overrule
the Director.

(m) No digging or setting of stakes, etc. is allowed on the Green, except with special
permission and supervision from the Parks Department.

(n) No alcohol is permitted without special permit.
(o) No vehicles may be parked on the green, grass, paved or gravel areas without

special permission.
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HISTORY

The New Haven Green is a signature outdoor space that is at the center of
the City of New Haven’s rich and vibrant history. The area was the first
“Marketplace” space designed for the common use of the settlers who made up the
population of the Colony of New Haven in 1638.

The Green was laid out by colonist-surveyor John Brockett. The 16-acre plot was
the central space of the nine squares of settlement that was the original layout of
New Haven. Today the Green is bordered by the paved roads of Elm Street, Chapel
Street, Church Street, Temple Street and College Street.

I

Divided into the upper and lower greens, it is a privately owned piece of land. The
land is held in perpetuity by the “Committee of the Proprietors of the Common and
Undivided Lands at New Haven.” The first members of the Committee were
descendants of the original settlers of the Green who were appointed to lifetime
terms. New members now are drawn from prominent City residents and are
chosen by the Committee. All business pertaining to the Green is done by
unanimous vote.

The Green was once home to the

second Connecticut Statehouse

and has been the home of three

churches since colonial times—

Trinity Church, Center Church and

United Church.
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HISTORY

As one of the oldest continually used

public spaces in the United States, the
New Haven Green is both on the National
Registry of Historic Places and is

designated a National Historic Landmark

District.

I

The New Haven Green is the central
cultural space for New Haven Each year the Green is programmed with a wide
diversity of activities, from the Mayor’s Annual Easter Egg Hunt sponsored by
the Department of Parks, Recreation and Trees in the early spring through the
Annual Holiday Tree Lighting Celebration in the late fall. Highlights of the
annual programing on the Green include the three week International Festival
of Arts & ideas, Music on the Green produced by Market New Haven and the
New Haven Jazz Festival.

A 2013 study of the economic impact of just the International Festival of Arts
and Ideas demonstrated over $34 million dollars in economic activity.
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DRAINAGE & GRADING

Current Challenges: Years of settling has

produced dips within the grading of the Green

that results in standing water and severe mud

conditions when it rains. Moreover, these dips

make traversing the Green difficult, especially

for the loading and unloading of the equipment

necessary for large scale events. These

combined challenges lead to the continued

destruction of the turf.

Proposed Solutions: Although there are

existing drainage structures on the Green,

these structures continually clog due to

sediment deposits. These structures,

while dated, can be retrofitted and

upgraded to reduce clogging. Regrading

the Lower Green to optimize runoff to

these drains, combined with enhanced

infiltration, will help to reduce standing

water. The use of the appropriate fill

while grading will help to further reduce the damage caused by service vehicles.

Costs: $516,000

3enefits: Reduced long term maintenance costs, enhanced aesthetics, more

efficient event setup and safety.
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Current Challenges: The irrigation system on the Green has

passed its useful life. The system has deteriorated. While

some water can be forced through the lines, there is

significant leakage and rust. When the system is run, the

water discharges is rusted and muddy. The failure of the

system has led to the continued deterioration of the turf.

Proposed Solutions: Installing a new satellite-controlled,

J irrigation system will enable the proper watering of the

Green. The updated controls will enable the modification of

schedules remotely to accommodate events and will enhance

the ability to maintain the newly established turf to keep the

Green looking green.

Costs: $250,000

Benefits: Reduced long term maintenance costs, enhanced aesthetics, greatly
increased ease of modifying irrigation schedules to accommodate activities on the

Green while maintaining proper watering.
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Current Challenges: While the

electrical infrastructure on the Green

has been upgraded gradually over

time, there are still limited options

for providing power to activities on

the Green. The existing electrical

distribution points are difficult to

access and require retrofitting for

use. Furthermore, the small number

of distribution points constricts the

placement of activities of the Green or requires long surface cable runs that create

trip hazards and visual clutter. In addition, the lighting on the Green is insufficient

for the safety of large crowds departing after dark, with several fixtures missing due

to vehicular damage. Both challenges limit the ability to produce high quality

entertainment.

Proposed Solutions: Upgrades to both the electrical infrastructure and lighting on

the Green will enhance safety and reduce the cost of producing large scale events

on the Green. Establishing more drop points for electrical access will increase the
ability to activate different areas of the Green to enhance programming and

improve safety.

Costs: $930,000

3enefits: Enhanced user experience, reduced hazards, improved connectivity

ELECTRICAL, DATA & LIGHTING
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r:! PLUMBING,SEWER, + TRASH

Current Challenges: Currently, patrons and talent for events on the New

Haven Green are serviced by port-o-potties. While more friendly trailer options

are available, the lack of water and sewer hookups make the use unfeasible. Also,

trash and recycling are handled through temporary barrels that require frequent

emptying and overflow quickly.

Proposed Solutions: Establishing water and sewer service at key points on the

Green will enable the use of better quality temporary toilet solutions improving the

visitor experience. These hookups could be used for future improvements to the

Green and to the addition of permanent bathroom structures. Trash and recycling

receptacles that are fully enclosed would reduce the overflow nuisance of trash. In

addition, solar powered compactors would reduce trash volume by a 6:1 ratio while

maintaining the attractive character of the Green.

Costs: $188,000

3enefits: Enhanced user experience, reduced hazards, easier to attract talent for

events
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PATH WAYS AND PIAZZAS

Current Challenges: While

picturesque under a blanket of snow, the

pathways on the New Haven Green often

prove difficult to travel. Many of the

existing pathways and crosswalk entrances

have deteriorated making the clearing of

snow difficult and further accelerating the

damage. These challenges continue into the

spring and summer where these trip hazards

negatively impact the aesthetics of the Green

Proposed Solutions: Repairing existing pathways and establishing entrance

“piazzas” will help to improve the ability to clear snow, increase the handicap

accessibility of the Green and establish pads for the installation of temporary

structures and entranceways for events.

Costs: $400,000

Benefits: Enhanced user experience, reduced

hazards, improved access and mobility

and the safety during events.
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Current Challenges: To maintain the historic character

of the Green, no permanent structures are permitted.

Without these structures there exist increased costs of

producing the cultural events that make New Haven

and Connecticut an international destination. Events

like Arts and Ideas and the Market New Haven concerts

have seen budget increases to rent large stages; events

like the New Haven Jazz Festival have instead used the

existing mobile stage owned by the Parks Department,

which limits the size and caliber of acts that they can

attract.

Proposed Solutions: Through the purchase of modular

temporary staging, tenting, decking and trussing these

rental costs will be reduced producing savings but also

allowing more high caliber events to occur. Moreover by

establishing footings and anchors on the Green these

structures will be more stable and secure, cause less damage to the Green and will

not require water barrel anchors.

Costs: $1,071,500

For example, for the 2015 Concerts on the Green, Market New Haven spent

approximately $15,000 per weekend on stage rental.

db. h

MODULAR INFRASTRUCTURE
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Benefits: Enhanced user experience, improved aesthetics, reduced rental costs.
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CONCEPTUAL COST ESTIMATE

Infrastructure Improvements

CONSTRUCTION COSTS
Site Construction Costs - 16 Acres - Total Site Area:

Grading, Fill, Sewer Laterals $ 1,016,000
Trenching + Pipe $ 200,000

Police $ 25,000

Aggregate $ 40000

Import Fill Allowance $ 81,000

Export Fill Allowance $ 45,000

Grade, Soil, Sod, Catchbasins $ 225,000

Walkway Repair and Entrance Piazzas $ 400,000

Telecom I Fiber $ 110,000
Conduit in Trenches $ 100,000

Temporary Site Work (construction access, protection) $ 10,000

Power Upgrades $ 575,000
Excavate $ 25,000

New Cabling and PanelslDisconnects $ 250,000

New Vault $ 50,000

New Service $ 250,000

Stage Anchoring $ 85,500

Concrete Slab $ 36,000

Anchoring System $ 12,500

Aggregate $ 10,000
Import Fill Allowance $ 18,000
Export Fill Allowance $ 9,000

Structures $ 986,000
Main Structures $ 315,000
Misc Security, Control, Storage Structures $ 266,000
Tent $ 110,000
Façade $ 70,000
Platforms/Decking $ 225,000

Green Improvements $ 583,000
Irrigation $ 250,000
Ambient Lighting $ 245,000
Waste Management $ 88,000
SUBTOTAL $ 3,355,500



Contingency: $ 335,550
Construction Contingency 10% $ 335,550

S 3,691,050

Sub Total Construction Costs $ 3,691 ,050

DESIGN COSTS
Project Development:
Architectural/Engineering Fee $ 200,000
Land Survey $ 30,000
Geotechnical Engineering $ 35,000
Specialty Consultants (Traffic, Theatre) $ 10,000
Special Inspection Services $ 5,000
Testing $ 20,000

Sub Total Design Costs $ 300,000

Total Project Cost
Total Project Cost Minus Contingency

$ 3,991,050

$ 3,655,500

90.00% $
10.00% $

3,591,945
399.105

Budget Notes: The budget does not reflect a substantial in-kind investment by the City in pro
ject management, oversight, design, and construction. A standard contingency of 10% has been
included to address common issues arising during construction. The City’s share of 10% of the
total project cost has been included in the budget, and reflects a substantial investment of City
resources into the project which serves a regional and statewide audience.

State Share
Anticipated City Share

—i
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City of New Haven

Mayor Toni N. Harp

For more information contact:

Giovanni Zinn

City Engineer

203-946-8105

gzinn@newhavenct.gov

Rebecca Bombero

Director

Parks, Recreation & Trees

203-946-6027

rbombero@newhavenct.gov


